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Handling of storage IO in modern Operating Systems assumes that such devices are slow and CPU cycles are
valuable. Consequently, to effectively exploiting the underlying hardware resources, e.g. CPU cycles, storage
bandwidth and etc., whenever an IO request is issued to such device, the requesting thread is switched out
in favor of another thread that may be ready to execute. Recent advances in non-volatile storage technologies and multicore CPUs make both of these assumptions increasingly questionable, and an unconditional
context switch is no longer desirable. In this paper, we propose a novel mechanism called SmartCon that
intelligently decides whether to service a given IO request in interrupt driven manner or busy-wait based
manner based on not only the device characteristics but also dynamic parameters such as IO latency, CPU
utilization, and IO size. We develop an analytic performance model to project the performance of SmartCon
for forthcoming devices. We implement SmartCon mechanism on Linux 2.6 and perform detailed evaluation
using three different IO devices: Ramdisk, low-end SSD, and highend SSD. We find that SmartCon yields
upto 39% performance gain over the mainstream block device approach for Ramdisk, and upto 45% gain for
PCIe based SSD and SATA based SSD’s. We examine the detailed behavior of TLB, L1, L2 cache and show
that SmartCon achieves significant improvement in all cache miss behaviors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of computer technology has traditionally seen rapid increase in CPU and
memory speeds but relatively modest increase in the speed of magnetic disks, which
have been the mainstay of secondary storage for quite some time. However, a variety of
factors are converging together to change the landscape dramatically. The single core
CPU performance began to stall around 2005 [HenkPoley 2014], and the much of the
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increase in computing power since then has been in terms of number of cores. This
trend is expected to continue in the foreseeable future. This coupled with our inability
to effectively parallelize the applications beyond a few cores in most cases [Kasikci
et al. 2013] means that we are likely to see many poorly utilized cores on a die. In
other words, CPU cycles are no longer quite as precious as they used to be [Ahmadi
and Maleki 2010].
On the storage side, the DRAM latency has also stalled, even though the maximum
DRAM throughput continues to go up (the so called “memory wall” phenomenon). However, the solid-state non-volatile storage technology has made great strides. Not only
do we have relatively mature NAND and NOR flash storage technologies, there is
also a host of new non-volatile memory (NVRAM) technologies, with increasing performance, some of which could rival or beat DRAM performance [Burr et al. 2008].
These technologies include SpinRAM, Magnetostrictive RAM (MRAM), Spin Torque
Transfer MRAM (STT-MRAM), Ferroelectric RAM (Fe-RAM or FRAM), among others.
Fig. 1 shows the read and write latencies for some of the technologies based on the
data presented in references [Qureshi et al. 2009; Li et al. 2008; Hosomi et al. 2005;
Electronics 2005; Jung et al. 2010]. This convergence between main memory and secondary storage has been well recognized by now [Coburn et al. 2011; Volos et al. 2011;
Akel et al. 2011; Venkataraman et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2012; Lantz
et al. 2014] and calls for rethinking of the traditional storage access methods and hierarchies, as discussed later in related work. In this paper, we address an orthogonal
issue, that also needs to be reexamined as the storage device speeds increase – namely
OS context switches.
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Fig. 1. Access Latency of Memory Devices

Mainstream Operating Systems use context switches to handle IO in order to share
valuable CPU cycles among different processes. The convergence of memory and storage, coupled with the emergence of many core CPU demands a more flexible access
scheme. In this paper, we discuss an intelligent context switch mechanism called
SmartCon to decide whether to switch the context over to another thread in case
of storage access or simply stall as done currently for main memory accesses. The
switching decision is based upon the static (i.e., dependent on device type) as well as
the dynamic (i.e., one that accounts for current conditions such as CPU utilization, IO
latencies, etc) attributes of the system.
Although the idea of adaptive context switch is conceptually straightforward, its
manifestation in a real system is not. In particular, a straightforward adaptive scheme
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could result in worse or sometimes significantly worse performance than the current
practice of context switch based IO.
The contribution of our work is three fold. First, we develop elaborate context switch
decision mechanism which dynamically determines whether to do context switch or
not by incorporating the device latency, CPU utilization and IO size. We implement our
mechanism in commodity OS (Linux 2.6.) with minimal CPU overhead. Second, we perform comprehensive performance experiments and explore the effectiveness of SmartCon in various respects. We use three representative storage devices: (i) RAMDisk,
i.e., secondary storage simulated in a part of DRAM, (ii) a low-end SSD connected to
the host via SATA, and (iii) a high-end SSD which is connected to host via PCIe link
and has 12 GByte of device cache. To make the experimental results more reliable and
comprehensive, we run performance benchmark with both CPU intensive and IO intensive workloads. Third, we develop an analytical performance model that enables us
to predict the performance of SmartCon for other non-volatile random access memory
(NVRAM) technologies, e.g. PRAM, STT-MRAM, etc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works.
Section 3 examines the various types of context switch overheads and the notion of fast
IO device. Section 4 describes the organization of SmartCon. In section 5, we explain
the details of SmartCon decision mechanism. Section 6 presents an analytic model for
projecting system performance of SmartCon and Section 7 discusses detailed results
of our experimental evaluation. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper and points out
areas for further work.
2. RELATED WORK

In recent years there has been a tremendous amount of interest in exploring emerging NVRAM technologies, using them in creative ways, and coping with their idiosyncrasies (e.g., very long write times, limited life-time, different write latencies for 0
and 1, etc.). NVRAM technologies that are slower than DRAM but cheaper can be
used with main memory semantics with DRAM acting as a cache. Such an arrangement can help reduce memory power consumption, which constitutes an increasing
percentage of total platform power [Kant 2008]. Recently, a number of works have
proposed new system architecture to exploit PRAM as DRAM alternative or use it as
cache [Wu et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009; Qureshi et al. 2010]. A number of works have examined new types of file systems to exploit the byte addressability and non-volatility of
byte addressable NVRAM [Ipek et al. 2009; Jung et al. 2009]. NV-Heap [Coburn et al.
2011] and Mnemosyne [Volos et al. 2011] proposed new types of heap management
framework to provide the persistency on the data object in NVRAM while managing
NVRAM area as heap. Venkataraman et. al. [Venkataraman et al. 2011] propose new
data structure called Consistent Durable Data Structure (CDDS) which uses versioning to provide atomic operation on the byte addressable non-volatile storage. PCRAM
based SSD ONYX has shown that it can achieve better performance than high end
SSD for IO less than 2 KByte [Akel et al. 2011] IO size.
The above works deal with abstraction issue on byte addressable NVRAM, but do not
address the issue of scheduling the accesses on the respective device. The scheduling
issue – in particular whether or not to switch context upon IO initiation – is orthogonal
and becomes relevant when the NVRAM IO latency is within 1-2 orders of magnitude
of main memory access latency. For example, if NVRAM is used as a cache between
the high speed DRAM and slow disk levels, a context switch on access to NVRAM
may or may not be desirable depending on the NVRAM speed and access size. For
concreteness, in the following we evaluate SmartCon in the traditional block storage
IO context, but it is clear that the same techniques can be applied to other models of
NVRAM access. Jeong et. al. applies busy-wait based IO in Smartphone and shows that
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IO throughput increases as much as 13% especially when a number of CPU intensive
processes compete for CPU [Jeong et al. 2013].
The context switch behavior has been a subject of extensive research efforts. Ousterhout et. al. [Ousterhout 1990] examine the reason why overall system performance
does not scale well with the increase in the hardware speed and conclude that context
switch overhead is the main cause for that. Chuanpeng et. al. [Li et al. 2007] show
that cache pollution caused by context switch plays a significant role in overall system
performance degradation. Kobayashi [Kobayashi 1986] use three typical workloads
to analyze the effect of cache pollution in a context switch. Starner et. al. [Starner
and Asplund ] analyze cache pollution in embedded real-time systems and propose a
method to identify its origin. Cache exhibits entirely different behavior under multiprocessor [Agarwal et al. 1988] and multicore environments [Yan and Zhang 2008;
Tam et al. 2007]. Yan. et. al. [Yan and Zhang 2008] develop a tool to analyze the interference in the L2 cache shared by multiple cores. Francis et. al. [David et al. 2007]
partition the context switch overhead into two: direct cost and indirect cost. Direct
cost corresponds to CPU scheduling overhead, time to store and load register values to
and from memory, and the time for switching memory map (page table). Indirect cost
corresponds to the time for warming up the cache. They find that indirect cost of context switch is an order of magnitude larger than the direct cost. Liu et. al. [Liu et al.
] develop a model for direct and indirect cost of context switch and also analyze the
relationship between cache miss and context switch. McVoy et. al. develop a method to
measure the context switch overhead [McVoy and Staelin 1996].
A context switch not only corrupts the L2 cache but also affects the behavior of TLB
(Translation Lookaside Buffer). A number of works attempt to improve the TLB miss
overhead caused by context switch. Yamada et. al. [Yamada and Kusakabe 2008] propose to incorporate the overhead of updating address map into CPU scheduling. In
selecting the process from ready queue, their CPU scheduler favors the threads that
use the same address map as the current thread. This is to minimize the overhead involved in updating the address map. This scheme becomes particularly effective when
the system is running multiple applications each of which is designed to exploit thread
level parallelism (TLP). Wiggins et. al. [Wiggins et al. 2003] propose a software method
to maintain process ID for TLB entry. Venkatasubramanian et. al. [Venkatasubramanian et al. 2009] show that TLB management overhead is one of the most significant
performance bottleneck in multicore based VMs and recommend separate tagged TLB
for individual virtual platforms.
The issue addressed in this paper also arises in the context of locking; i.e., spin-locks
vs. blocking for protecting access to critical regions. The crucial issue is whether it is
preferable to spin or block when requesting a lock. Since the optimal strategy depends
on the duration of time the lock is held and the overheads involved, several adaptive
methods are have been proposed [Karlin et al. 1991]. For example, a simple strategy
is to spin for a while and then block, but more sophisticated schemes based on the
prediction of lock holding time may show better performance when accurate prediction
can be made. Ryan Johnson et. al. [Johnson et al. 2009] make an argument similar
to our paper in the case of multi-core processors: as the number of cores increases, the
optimal point shifts in favor of spinning.
Another related issue that has long been studied in the OS context is busy-wait
vs. interrupt based handling of external events. Interrupts cause uncontrolled context
switches thereby resulting in effects such as pollution of cache and TLB which can
hurt performance. On the other hand, busy-wait wastes resources. Schemes to address
this tradeoff include prioritized busy-wait, interrupt coalescing, and dynamic switching between the two [Salah and Qahtan 2009].
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Table I. CPU platform (Core i7 has 8MB 16 way L3.)
Platform
Intel Core-i5
Intel Core-2Duo
Marvell PXA320

Speed

L1 Cache

L2 cache

2.67 GHz
1.86 GHz
806 MHz

32 KB (8 way)
32 KB (4 way)
32 KB (32 way)

256 KB (8 way)
4 MB (16 way)
256 KB (4 way)

Asynchronous IO or AIO is a complementary direction for improving IO performance
by attempting to reduce (rather than increase) application blocking for IO completion[The Open Group Base Specifications Issues 6 IEEE Std 1003.1 2003; Elmeleegy
et al. 2004; Bhattacharya et al. 2004]. AIO allows the applications to issue multiple IO
requests with a single system call and to overlap the IO request with other processing.
AIO can eliminate extra threads and can reduce the context switch overhead. Although
AIO and SmartCon both strive to make IO more efficient, they are intended for diametrically opposite ends in terms of IO latency. SmartCon is intended for the storage
devices with very small latency (e.g., emerging NVRAM technology based storage devices) whereas AIO is intended for storage devices with large IO latency. To reduce the
number of context switches, SmartCon avoids context switch by tying up the CPU for
a single IO request whereas AIO bundles multiple IO requests in a single system call
and has designated thread handle to these requests via select/poll/callback. In this paper we focus on how SmartCon performs against traditional non-bundled IO and leave
its comparison against other possibilities including AIO for future work.
3. CONTEXT SWITCH OVERHEAD FOR STORAGE IO
3.1. Direct Overhead

Context switch is categorized into two types [Liu et al. ]: (a) Direct overhead, that
includes the cost of saving, restoring processor registers, pipeline flush and scheduling,
and (b) Indirect overhead, that includes performance degradation caused by L2 cache
pollution and TLB warm up. We measure the overhead of context switch for three
different platforms shown in Table I.
In measuring the context switch overhead, we use lat ctx module of LMBENCH
benchmark suite. It creates a number of processes (upto 20), and connects all processes
by a ring of Unix pipes. Each process reads a token from its pipe, and writes it to
the next -process. Context switch overhead is computed based upon the time interval
between writing a token to a pipe by one process and reading the token from the pipe
by the next process. This approach is developed by McVoy et.al [McVoy and Staelin
1996] and is widely used to examine the context switch overhead in various platforms.
We compiled lat ctx module with ”-O0” option in order to ensure zero sized token.
With this definition, the direct cost includes all overhead related to switching the process when there is no cache pollution. It includes not only the hardware overhead of
saving and restore hardware context, e.g. TLB flush, CPU pipeline flush, saving and
restoring register sets, but also includes various software overheads such as switching
address maps and crossing the kernel barriers.
Fig. 2 illustrates the results. The direct costs in Fig. 2(a) are at least 30-50 times that
of the read cycle of non-volatile memories shown in Fig. 1. For embedded microprocessors as shown in Fig. 2(b), this ratio increases to 250. The context switch overhead
becomes relatively more significant for faster storage devices.
3.2. Indirect Overhead: Cache Pollution

Performance degradation caused by context switch mostly comes from the pollution
of data cache. To measure this impact, we allocate an integer array of size N Byte,
e.g. 512 KByte, to each process. The process computes the sum of all elements in the
ACM Transactions on Storage, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39, Publication date: March 2013.
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integer array and then hands over the CPU to the next process. This operation causes
the entire array to be loaded into the cache. We vary the size of this array from 32
KByte to 10 MByte and measure the total time for performing the summation. We use
three different CPU’s: Intel Core-i7, Intel Core2Duo, and Marvel PXA 320.
Fig. 3 shows the context switch (CS) time as a function of working set size for the 3
CPUs. In Fig. 3, the context switch overhead including direct and indirect components
can be as large as 120 us, 150 us, and 1 ms for Intel Core-i7, Intel Core-2Duo and
Marvell PXA 320 processors, respectively. The read latency of PRAM, FRAM, MRAM
and STT-MRAM corresponds to 68 ns, 70 ns, 35 ns, and 35 ns, which are still smaller
than context switch overhead of modern microprocessors. The read latency of NAND
flash is 200 µsec [Electronics 2005]. When these devices are used as secondary storage
devices, switching the context when performing an IO operation may not justify its
overhead. This provides the basis for the smart context switch mechanism explored in
this paper.
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Fig. 3. Indirect Overhead: Cache Pollution

3.3. Fast Storage Devices

In this paper, we introduce the new term, ’fast’ storage device. NAND flash based storage devices, e.g. Solid State Drives (SSD), improve the IO latency by orders of magnitude. High-end SSD’s [FusionIO 2010] use PCIe interconnect which is much faster and
can be placed closer to CPU. The newly emerging NVRAM technologies such as PRAM,
STT-MRAM, and FRAM are expected to be used as storage as well as memory [Freitas and Wilcke 2008]. The access latency of these new types of NVRAM is expected
to be comparable to that of DRAM [Samsung Electronics 2007]. Recently, some of the
block device controllers, e.g. SSD RAID, are equipped with gigabyte of DRAM as cache
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and are attached to the northbridge of a platform. The above mentioned devices are
orders of magnitude faster and quicker and we call them Fast IO Devices as illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) is hardware RAID with tens of gigabyte DRAM cache, is PCIe
connected and uses SSD as its storage component [Caulfield et al. 2010]. Fig. 4(b) illustrates high-end NAND flash SSD which is PCIe connected and has several Gbytes
of DRAM cache. In Fig. 4(c), Byte-addressable NVRAM is attached to system bus via
mainstream DRAM or NOR flash interface and is accessed in the same granularity as
DRAM.
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Fig. 4. Examples of Fast Storage IO Devices

Based upon the type of threads the CPU is handed over to, we can categorize the
context switch into three types: (i) between the kernel threads, (ii) between the different user threads, and (iii) self context switch. When a process blocks as a result of IO
request, CPU scheduler hands over CPU to another user thread if there is any (type ii)
thread. When there is no other process, IOWait daemon (kernel thread) takes over the
CPU, stalls CPU until the IO request completes, wakes up the blocked process which
has issued the IO request and hands over CPU to the process which is woken up. This
is type (iii) and we specifically name it as self context switch.
3.4. Type of Context Switches

There are two types of context switches: voluntary context switch and involuntary context switch [Liu et al. ]. A voluntary context switch occurs when a thread blocks waiting for a resource. Involuntary context switch occurs when a thread has used up its
time quantum or higher priority thread has arrived. I/O accesses to most mainstream
storage devices, e.g. hard disk, RAID device, SATA based SSD and PCIe based SSD,
trigger voluntary context switch. It is worth nothing that ramdisk driver in the mainline Linux kernel [Jones 2006] performs programmed IO and thus voluntary context
switch does not occur. To be discussed in detail in the section 7.1, experimental setup,
we develop ramdisk driver which handles the IO in context-switch based manner. We
modify the existing block device driver [Corbet et al. 2005] so that it can be used with
ramdisk and perform context switch [Liu et al. ]. We use the modified context switch
based ramdisk driver to examine the benefit of busy-wait based IO against interrupt
driven IO.
4. ORGANIZATION OF SMARTCON

We carefully argue that as the newer storage device technology, e.g. non-volatile byte
addressable memory, and interface technology, e.g. light peak [Intel 2011], PCIe, NVMe
[Huffman 2012] emerge, the Operating System should adopt a newer mechanism that
determines context switch policy in a more flexible and dynamic manner. We propose
a novel IO subsystem mechanism SmartCon, which dynamically determines the IO
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service policy, context-switch vs busy-wait, properly incorporating the device characteristics as well as the state of the CPU and the IO device for which a request is designated. We design SmartCon with the following three objectives: (i) the decision has
to be dynamic; the IO subsystem should apply context switch based IO or busy-wait
based IO subject to the type of storage device, e.g. IO latency as well as the state of
the system, e.g. CPU utilization, (ii) there should be no side-effect; busy-wait based IO
should not affect the performance of the other processes, and (iii) the overhead should
be minimal; the overhead of maintaining and probing the state of the system (CPU
utilization) and the IO device should be negligible.
In SmartCon, the device type is accessed in every IO operation. The location of the
device type critically affects the overall IO performance. We choose to embed device
type information in the request queue data structure instead of device data structure.
Since request queue is always accessed in every IO request no matter what accessing
device type information does not incur additional memory access when it is embedded
in request queue. SmartCon IO subsystem consists of three modules: Device monitor,
System monitor, and SmartCon Decision Module. Fig. 5 illustrates overall organization
of SmartCon IO subsystem.

VFS
Filesystem
Generic Block Layer
Device Queue
IO length

Smartcon
Decision module
- IO size
- Device Type
- IO latency
- CPU utilization
- IO queue state

Device Driver

System Monitor
(CPU Utilization)

Device Monitor
(device type, IO latency)

Device
registration Phase

Fig. 5. Organization of SmartCon

4.1. Device Monitor

Device monitor is responsible for determining the IO size threshold and obtaining the
device queue length for a given IO. If the IO size is larger than a certain threshold, it
is better to switch context to the other process from the system throughput’s point of
view. For each device, SmartCon establishes threshold value for IO size beyond which
IO request is serviced with context switch. When a storage device is added to the system, the Device Monitor examines the IO latencies for different IO sizes from 4 KB to
512 KB with and without context switch, respectively and finds the IO size where the
difference between IO latencies with and without context switch respectively, becomes
negligible. This probing phase takes less than one minute according to our experiment.
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For RevoDrive [OBrien 2013] and Intel X25M G1 [Schmid and Roos 2008], the threshold IO size is 64KB according to our physical experiment.
For a given IO, SmartCon examines the size of a given IO requests as well as the size
of all preceding IO requests in the queue. This is because SmartCon needs to estimate
the total time a given IO request for which the CPU will be blocked for completing the
IO request.
SmartCon categorizes the IO device into three types: very fast, fast and mainstream.
IO for mainstream device is always serviced with context-switch. IO for very fast device
is always serviced with busy-wait. IO’s for fast device are serviced either by busywait or by context-switch subject to the decision of SmartCon. Typical example for
’very fast’ device can be ramdisk. Since ramdisk IO is implemented via memory copy
operation, it is always beneficial to service ramdisk IO in busy-wait mode. The nonvolatile RAM devices, e.g. STT-MRAM, FRAM, PC-RAM and etc some of which are
already commercially available, can be good candidates for very fast device.
In Linux, each storage device is allocated a request queue. In the current implementation of Linux 2.6, 4 byte data structure is allocated to each queue to represent the
status of the queue and only 22bits are being used. We allocate two bits for SmartCon
decision from the unused portion of the request queue status data structure. These
two is to denote whether a given device is ’mainstream’ and whether a given device is
’very fast’.
4.2. System Monitor

SmartCon establishes a threshold value for CPU utilization. The System Monitor examines the CPU utilization if there are sufficient CPU cycles available for stalling.
This is to prohibit the SmartCon enabled IO subsystem from monopolizing the CPU
and from degrading the overall system performance.
The CPU threshold is governed by a number of factors, the most important one being
the number of available hardware threads. We measure the CPU utilization for busywait driven IO in Core-i5. We read 256 MB file from RevoDrive with varying IO sizes
from 4Kbyte to 64 KByte. Table II shows the result. Busy-wait driven IO entails 25%
CPU utilization in Core-i5 and 44% for Intel Core2Duo, respectively. For RevoDrive
device, SmartCon sets threshold for CPU utilization as 75% and 55% for Intel Core-i5
and Intel Core2Duo, respectively.
There are two key implementation issues in system monitor. First, measuring the
CPU utilization should not entail any significant overhead. Second, we need to determine the proper length of the measurement window. The current CPU Stat structure
of the Linux Kernel carries four counters for CPU usage: IOWait, Idle, System, and
User. For each timer interrupt, one of these fields is incremented and the CPU utilization is computed as the ratio of the increment in a given field against the sum of
the increments for all fields. Since we examine CPU utilization for every IO request,
special care needs to be taken to make the overhead of measuring and computing CPU
utilization minimal. We find that the CPU overhead of adding up all four counters
in every IO request is prohibitively large, which makes the SmartCon dysfunctional.
We introduce on additional 64bit counter total CPU stat which is incremented for every timer interrupt. CPU utilization is obtained by dividing the respective counter by
total CPU stat. The additional overhead caused by CPU monitoring activity of System monitor corresponds to one additional division operation for each timer interrupt.
Most of the kernel data structures are designed with cache line size in mind. The existing CPU Stat structure is 56 bytes long; therefore, with an 8 byte Total CPU stat field,
the CPU statistics object is still cache aligned.
Determining the right observation window size is of critical importance for SmartCon to function properly. With coarse grained observation, SmartCon may not be able
ACM Transactions on Storage, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39, Publication date: March 2013.
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to properly capture the IO and CPU load on the system and cannot make right decision on context switch. The CPU utilization of Linux kernel is updated at every timer
interrupt. The default resolution frequency of the timer interrupt in Linux kernel is
100 or every 10 msec. We use the default one since 10 msec resolution is sufficient
for most applications and increasing the interrupt frequency puts higher load on the
system. We run the experiment a number of times with different observation window
sizes: from 50 to 1000ms. Observations become noisy and the observation accuracy
gradually decreases with smaller window size. According to our experiment, we find
that window size of 100 msec is a reasonable compromise between the accuracy, system
load and the sampling noise.
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5. SMARTCON DECISION MECHANISM
5.1. Algorithm

The SmartCon Decision Module collects the system information from Device Monitor
and System Monitor. It examines the IO size and decides whether to switch context or
not for a given IO operation.
Fig. 6 illustrates the flow of SmartCon enabled IO subsystem. The smartCon decision module examines four conditions. SmartCon carefully lays out the order in which
the individual conditions are examined so that the overall overhead of examining the
conditions are minimized.
SmartCon first examines two bits to quickly rule out mainstream devices and very
fast devices. It then examines the IO size and the queue length of the device, which
further eliminates cases where context switch will occur routinely. The CPU utilization
is examined in the last step since this is the most time consuming task among the four.
SmartCon incorporates the overhead of servicing backlog of the IO requests in making decision for context switch. SmartCon examines the request queue and computes
total IO size for the requests in the queue. If total IO size is greater than IO size
threshold, SmartCon performs context switch to service the respective IO request.
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Fig. 7. Device-load aware Context Switch under different max IO sizes, (Q: Queue Length)
Table II. Threshold for Core-i5 using RevoDrive
IO Size
4KB
8KB
16KB
32KB
64KB

user (%)

sys (%)

total (%)

MaxCP U (%)

0.06
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.02

25.03
25.02
25.03
25.06
25.07

25
25
25
25
25

75
75
75
75
75

We ran IOzone benchmark with 4KB IO size and examined the number of outstanding requests in the request queue with Intel X25M G1. Fig. 7(a) shows the Read performance and Fig. 7(b) shows the CPU utilization for 3 cases: (a) Smartcon that disables
busy wait mode if the device has at least one other IO pending or in progress when
the IO is initiated, (b) Smartcon that does busy wait only when there is no other IO
in progress when the IO is requested, and (c) Mainstream (i.e., no busy wait). Average
request queue length is 1.09. In Fig. 7(a), by incorporating device-load aware context
switch, SmartCon achieves 15% performance increase. ’Q’ in Fig. 7 denotes the maximum request queue length (as seen by the arriving IO request) beyond which the
SmartCon disables busy-wait mode. We find that for Q=0 and 1, SmartCon yields the
almost identical performance and CPU utilization.
5.2. Overhead of SmartCon

Busy-wait based IO consumes more CPU cycles than interrupt driven IO does. We examine the CPU overhead caused by busy-wait based IO. We read the file sequentially
with context switch based and with busy-wait based IO and compare the CPU utilization. We use PCIe attached high performance SSD (RevoDrive3) and use direct IO
option to disable the filesystem prefetch and the buffer cache. Fig. 8 illustrates the results. There are two important messages from Fig. 8. First, busy-wait based IO service
indeed consumes significantly more CPU cycles than Context-switch based IO service
ranging from twice the CPU cycle for 4KByte to 8 times the CPU cycles for 512KByte,
respectively. Context switch based IO becomes more CPU efficient with larger IO size
since larger amount of data is transferred per context switch. Second, when there are
sufficient amount of available CPU cycles, the available CPU cycles can be used to improve the overall system performance. In context switch based IO service, CPU cycles
used by system and the IOwait thread together denote the total CPU cycles involved
in servicing the IO request. From total CPU utilization in context switch based IO service, significant fraction of CPU cycles (from 25% up to 45%) is consumed by IOWait.
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Fig. 8. CPU utilization: Seq. Read in mainstream and SmartCon IO (RevoDrive)

6. ANALYTIC MODELING OF SMARTCON

One of the critical concerns for practitioners in using NVRAM device is to predict the
IO performance for different latency NVRAM devices. For some slow NVRAM device,
it might be better to use context switch based IO rather than busy-wait based IO.
We develop analytical model which project the performance of a given NVRAM device. The Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) is a key metric for analytic modeling and can be
expressed in terms of platform and workload parameters [Kant and Won 1999]. The
context switch behavior impacts the cache behavior and hence the CPI. It also adds to
memory access latency and may also increase path length, i.e., number of instructions
executed per user transaction. The CPI can be formulated as in Eq. 1.
CP I = CP Ibase + PL2 ∗ τmem + τT LB

(1)

where CP Ibase represents the base CPI (i.e., CPI with infinite amount of L2 cache
and no need to go to the memory); PL2 denotes the L2 cache miss probability; τmem
and τT LB are the effective memory access latency and effective TLB access latency,
respectively. Effective memory access latency incorporates the average overhead of
fetching the respective page from the storage device, when the targeted cacheline is
not available in DRAM.
CP Ibase can be further broken down as in Eq. 2
CP Ibase = CP I0 + τcache

(2)

where CP I0 denotes the cycles per instruction and τcache denotes the effective latency of accessing instruction and data cache at L1 and L2 level. τcache can be formulated as τcache = τL1 + PL1 ∗ τL2 . The effective memory access latency, τmem in Eq. 1 can
be formulated as Eq. 3.
τmem = τmem0 + Pmem ∗ τIO
(3)
where τmem0 , Pmem , and τIO denote memory access latency for a cacheline, memory miss probability, and the access latency of the IO device, respectively. The unit of
memory access is a cacheline (64B in our system), and the unit of storage device access
is a page size (4KB in our system). Because we set the experimental environment as
sequential workload and 4KB IO size, the Pmem0 can be simply calculated as 1.6%,
(64B/4096B)*100. The IO access latency in Eq. 3, τIO , can be formulated as in Eq. 4.
τIO = τnvram + Pctx ∗ τctx

(4)

where τnvram denotes the base access latency of the NVRAM device, and τctx and
Pctx denote the context switch overhead and the probability of context switches, respectively. Since the experiment was done in ramdisk, the τnvram is same to τmem0 *
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Table III. Parameters for Analytical Model, (Each τnvram corresponds to τmem0 *64 for the DDR clock)
ITEM

SmartCon

Mainstream

CPU Utilization
Normalized Path Length (l)
CPI (CP I0 )
L1 latency (τL1 )
L1 miss prob. (PL1 )
L2 latency (τL2 )
L2 miss prob. (PL1 )
TLB latency (τT LB0 )
TLB miss prob. (PT LB )
Context Switch overhead (τctx )
Context Switch prob. (Pctx )
Memory miss prob. (Pmem )
DRAM 533MHz (τmem0 )
DRAM 800MHz (τmem0 )
DRAM 1067MHz (τmem0 )

32.9%
1
1 cycle
3 cycle
0.115
14 cycle
0.000255
2.0 cycle
0.124
1488 cycle
0.00316
1.56
111.88
74.4
55.94

35.7%
1.14
1 cycle
3 cycle
0.244
14 cycle
0.000324
2.0 cycle
0.133
1488 cycle
0.00778
1.56
111.88
74.4
55.94

64; where the cacheline size and the block size correspond to 64byte and 4KByte. The
effective TLB access latency, τT LB in Eq. 1 can be formulated as in Eq. 5.
τT LB = τT LB0 + PT LB ∗ τmem0

(5)

where τT LB0 , PT LB , and τmem0 denote the TLB access latency, TLB miss probability,
and the latency of accessing a memory cache-line, respectively.
Based upon overall CPI, path length (the number of instructions) and the CPU utilization, we can obtain or project performance ratio for different storage systems (under the same workload).
Let U denote the CPU utilization, ` the path length, or the number of instructions
per user level transaction, and f the processor frequency. Then the transaction rate
supported by the CPU is given by U × f /(CP I × `). Consequently, for two variants of
the system, say i and j, the relative performance (ρ) is given by:
ρ=

CP Ii `i Uj
CP Ij `j Ui

(6)

The calibration parameters for this model were obtained by running IOZONE benchmark (sequential read, 256 MB file size, 4 KB IO size) on the Intel Core2Duo (1.86
GHz) platform with 2 GB of DRAM. We ran the experiment five times and take the
average. In each run, we rebooted the target computer to minimize variability in the
cache hit rate. The resulting parameters are shown in Table III. Although most of
these parameters remain unaffected by the NVRAM storage device in use, some would
change. In particular, the CPU utilization would change, but we assume that the fractional change remains invariant within the range of NVRAM device parameters that
we consider. Similarly, although the actual path length will change, we again assume
that the fractional path length change remains as shown – namely, 14% lower for
SmartCon. Based on these parameters and assumptions, we attempted to validate our
model against the measured results for RAMDISK. For comprehensive validation, we
ran physical experiments under three different DRAM clock settings as shown in Table
IV.
According to Eq. 6, the model predicts relative performance of 1.23 - 1.24 for SmartCon, whereas the experiments show improvements of 1.21 - 1.23, for 533Mhz, 800 Mhz
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Table IV. Measured and Projected Normalized Performance of SmartCon against mainstream Context
Switch based IO
RAMDISK Speed
(DDR Clock)

Model
Performance

Measured
Performance

533 Mhz
800 Mhz
1067 Mhz

1.24
1.23
1.24

1.21
1.22
1.23

Table V. Characteristic of Devices used in our experiment
Model
Capacity
Cache Size
Byte addr
Data Trans.
Max Bdw
Interface

Ramdisk

SSD

RevoDrive

DDR2 800Mhz
2GB
NA
Y
CPU
1.2GB/s
DIMM

Intel X25M G1
80GB
16MB
N
DMA
250MB/s
SATA2

OCZ OCZ revodrive 3 x2
480GB
NA
N
DMA
1500MB/s
PCIe 2.0

and 1067 Mhz DDR clock settings, respectively. This is an excellent match for a very
simple model proposed here, and we believe that the model is adequate to estimate performance improvements if the RAMDISK were to be replaced by real NVRAM based
storage with characteristics similar to those for DRAM.
7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
7.1. Experimental Setup

Smartcon was implemented on Block Device Layer of Linux Kernel 2.6.32 (Ubuntu
10.01). In SmartCon, OS adopts different action after OS inserts the request to the request queue (make request). In context switch based IO service, OS calls IO schedule()
and the process is switched as a result. IO schedule() is the kernel function of Linux
OS. It saves the registers of the currently running thread and inserts the thread to
the set of blocked processes. In busy-wait IO, the OS skips calling IO schedule().
Then, in both cases, the OS dispatches the IO request to the device via calling
generic unplug device.
We examine the performance of SmartCon IO subsystem for three different storage
devices each of which is carefully chosen to represent the characteristics of the different categories of storage devices: RAMDISK [msdn 2010], low-end SSD [Park and Shen
2009], and high-end SSD [FusionIO 2010]. To examine the effect of CPU clock speed
and the number of CPU cores, we use Intel Core2Duo for low-end SSD and Core-i5
platforms for high-end SSD, respectively. Table V illustrates the device characteristics.
To ensure comprehensiveness of our performance study, we use three benchmarks,
IOZone, Postmark [Katcher 1997], and Filebench [McDougall and Mauro 2005]. IOZone and Postmark benchmarks are used to generate data intensive IO and metadata
intensive IO, respectively. Using postmark, we examine the number of file creations
per second, varying the size of created files. Filebench is used to generate more realistic file workload: file server workload, multi stream read, single read and mail server
workload.
Since SmartCon incorporates CPU utilization and IO queue length, IO size and IO
latency in the decision process, it is important to examine the performance under varACM Transactions on Storage, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39, Publication date: March 2013.
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ious system loads and IO sizes. We perform each set of experiments under three different system loads.
• BMonly : we use the system without any ongoing process other than benchmark
application. In most case, most of the context switches will be self context switch (type
iii).
• CPUIntensive : we examine the performance of SmartCon enabled IO subsystem
when the CPU is saturated. We run ten number crunching applications to saturate
the CPU. This is to examine if the SmartCon properly incorporates the current CPU
utilization to make context switch decision.
• IOIntensive : we examine the performance of SmartCon enabled IO subsystem when
the respective storage device is saturated. SmartCon examines IO queue length and
applies busy-waits only when the respective IO device is not busy. For this purpose,we
run four IO intensive applications alongside the benchmark.
The initialization module of SmartCon probes the device and CPU and determines
the threshold value for CPU utilization and IO size. IO size threshold is set to 64
KB. CPU utilization threshold value is set to 85% for RevoDrive SSD on Core-i5 and
53% for Intel SSD on Core2Duo, respectively. We measure IO performance, number of
context switches, and CPU utilization for each case. Here, IO performance is defined
as the read bandwidth in MB/sec. Therefore, the Bandwidth Gain shown in the figures
corresponds to the additional read bandwidth provided by using SmartCon.
7.2. Ramdisk
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Fig. 9. Ramdisk

We first examine the performance of RAMDISK device. This is to project the performance gain which SmartCon can bring when the future non-volatile RAM with
DRAM-like latency, e.g. STT-MRAM [Li et al. 2008] is deployed as a storage device.
We ran IOZONE benchmark (sequential read, 256 MByte file) and examined the sequential read performance under different IO sizes (from 4 KByte to 256 KByte). The
experiments were performed under three different systems loads: BM only, CPU intensive and IO intensive. We turn off filesystem prefetching. Fig. 9 illustrates the read
performance improvement achieved by SmartCon compared to context switch based
IO subsystem.
In Fig. 9(a), when there is no other process, SmartCon yields approximately 20% improvement for all IO sizes. This confirms that significant fraction of IO latency is due
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Fig. 10. Ramdisk: Number of Context Switches (M.: Mainstream, S.: SmartCon)

to the overhead caused by context switch. The benefit of SmartCon becomes more significant (> 30% performance gain), when IO subsystem is highly loaded with other IO
bound processes (IOIntensive ). This is because when a request from a process is serviced
by busy-wait based IOs, the process does not have to compete with other processes to
acquire CPU when the IO completes.
We can find the reason for performance advantage of SmartCon by examining the
number of context switches. Fig. 10 shows the number of voluntary and involuntary
context switches. The number of voluntary context switches remains almost the same
in Mainstream IO and SmartCon IO. However, the number of involuntary context
switches differs a lot. In CPU intensive environment, the most context switches in
mainstream IO subsystem are involuntary because of the presence of higher priority processes which the RAMDISK driver will switch in when I/O is complete. In the
SmartCon IO subsystem, RAMDISK driver holds CPU till the timer interrupt occurs.
The number of involuntary context switches in SmartCon is approximately 1/6th of
that for the mainstream IO.
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Fig. 11. Ramdisk: Read Performance on Filebench and Postmark

Fig. 11(a) illustrates the performance gain in SmartCon in four workloads. There is
practically no performance gain in the first three workloads: File server, Multi stream
read, and File Micro read. Mail server workload yields 8% performance gain in SmartCon. File Server, Multistream read and single stream read generate large size sequential IO (1 MByte) and therefore the advantage of busy wait based IO becomes
marginal. On the other hand, mail server workload generates 16 KByte random IO
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which results in significant performance improvement in SmartCon. Fig. 11(b) illustrates performance results of Postmark. Here, the SmartCon advantage varies with
bias and is as large as 7 %.
7.3. High-End SSD
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Fig. 12. OCZ RevoDrive3, 480GByte

We examine the performance of OCZ RevoDrive SSD with IO size threshold and CPU
threshold set to 64 KByte and 75%, respectively. Fig. 12(a) illustrates the performance
for IOZONE benchmark. For 4 KByte IO size, SmartCon yields 48%, 1%, and 16%
bandwidth improvement for BMonly , CPUIntensive , and IOIntensive , respectively. The
improvement becomes less significant for larger IO. Since SmartCon and Mainstream
IO subsystem show identical performance when the IO size is greater than IO size
threshold (64KB).
In the IO intensive environment, the CPU utilization is found to be 62% - 68% for all
record sizes. The SmartCon module decides to stall CPU only when IO size is less than
or equal to 64 KB. Fig. 12(a) shows that SmartCon achieves up to 16% improvement
in IO bandwidth.
For BMonly environment, the CPU utilization stays at 75% and SmartCon stalls
CPU. When background process performs CPU intensive task, SmartCon does context
switch on every IO operation. Thanks to CPU utilization aware context switch mechanism, SmartCon monopolizes the CPU core only when there are sufficient CPU cycles
left. Fig. 12(b) illustrates that SmartCon exhibits robust performance and yields as
good a performance as mainstream IO when the CPU is saturated.
Fig. 13 shows the performance result of Filebench and Postmark with RevoDrive. In
Fig. 13(a), SmartCon shows 6% bandwidth improvement on Varmail, while it does not
bring any improve in the other three workloads due to the same reason as in Fig. 11. In
the Postmark, the performance gain of SmartCon is less significant in RevoDrive (less
than 4%) than in Ramdisk (5% - 7%) (Fig. 13(b)). We measure the read performance of
SmartCon under Bonnie++. Fig. 14 shows the results. SmartCon achieves 45% to 65%
read performance improvement for Revodrive and Intel X25M G1.
We examine how SmartCon affects the CPU performance of the other processes. One
of the important design objectives of SmartCon is to minimize the side effect of busywait driven IO to the other processes. To this end, we ran CPU intensive benchmark
Dhrystone [Weicker 1984] with and without SmartCon, respectively and measured the
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Fig. 14. Bonnie++: Read Performance for RevoDrive and Intel X25M SSD
Table VI. Drystone Performance with SmartCon
and Mainstream IO
Time
real
user
sys
IOwait

Mainstream

SmartCon

Gain

83m 48s
36m 24s
35m 44s
11m 40s

82m 39s
37m 44s
36m 54s
8m 1s

1.4 %
-3.5 %
-3.1 %
32 %

benchmark performance. To generate IO requests, we ran IOZone concurrently. The
total execution time of Dhrystone decreases by 1.4% in SmartCon (Table VI). Thus,
SmartCon does not negatively affect the performance of the other processes in the
system. SmartCon consumes more CPU cycles: user and system part of CPU utilization
increase by 3% in SmartCon. However, it significantly reduces the IO waiting time
(32%). As a result, overall CPU throughput remains almost unaffected.
7.4. Low-End SSD

We ran the same set of experiments with low-end SSD (Intel X25M G1) and two core
CPU (Intel Core2Duo). In Intel Core2Duo, there are only two CPU cores and the clock
rate is slower than for Core-i5. Therefore, we need to reserve a relatively larger fraction
of CPU cycles to execute SmartCon. Device Monitor and System monitor set IO size
threshold and CPU threshold value as 64 KByte and 55%, respectively.
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Fig. 15. Intel X25M G1

Fig 15(a) illustrates normalized performance of SSD between mainstream and
SmartCon IO. Clearly, the advantage of using SmartCon is not as significant in relatively slow storage device as in highend SSD’s and Ramdisk. For BMonly environment,
CPU utilization is lower than CPU threshold and therefore SmartCon stalls CPU.
SmartCon yields up to 9% performance gain in IO bandwidth. In CPUIntensive and
IOIntensive , CPU utilization is higher than CPU threshold value. SmartCon switches
context in every IO and yields the identical performance as mainstream IO. We examine the effectiveness of conditional blocking mechanism of SmartCon. Fig 15(b) illustrates the normalized performance of SmartCon against the one where CPU always
stalls waiting for an IO completion. The performance becomes only 25% of that of
SmartCon.
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Fig. 16. Intel X25M G1: Read Performance on Filebench and Postmark

Fig. 16(a) illustrates the performance improvement obtained by SmartCon for file
server, multi-stream read, single stream read and mail server workloads. For the first
three workloads, there is virtually no performance gain. This is because of the large IO
size of these workloads. On the other hand, SmartCon yields 5.5% performance gain in
mail server workload. This is because mail server generates mostly small size IO (16
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KByte) which SmartCon can exploit busy-waiting. As shown in Fig. 16(b), SmartCon
yields 11% and 9% improvement in Postmark for read and write, respectively.
7.5. SmartCon for large IO
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It is important to make sure that SmartCon performs as well as context switch based
IO subsystem does for large IO. Fig. 17 shows the performance of large IO with IOZONE, and record sizes of 128KB, 256 KB, and 512 KB for two storage device (RevoDrive and Intel X25M G1). SmartCon performs on par with mainstream IO subsystem.
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7.6. Performance Projections For Various NVRAM Technologies
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In this section, we provide some projections of SmartCon performance for four different
NVRAM technologies: DDR (50 ns), PCRAM (70 ns), FRAM (68 nsec) and MRAM (35
ns) using our simple performance projection model introduced in section 6 and using
the calibration parameters listed in Table III.
Fig. 18 illustrates the effective CPI values, and performance ratios for DRAM,
FRAM, PRAM and MRAM devices, respectively. SmartCon is expected to bring 80%
performance gain against mainstream context switch based IO.
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7.7. Impact of SmartCon on Cache Pollution

The reduction of context switches by SmartCon could reduce cache pollution and hence
lead to better performance. We examine the cache miss behaviors with and without
SmartCon, respectively. As discussed earlier, only the indirect overhead is significant.
To quantify this indirect overhead of context switches, we ran IOZone on RAMDISK
along with four other processes, each of which accesses files on the hard disk drive. We
measured the Instruction TLB misses, Data TLB misses, L1 and L2 cache miss rates
with varying number of IO sizes. The file size used in this experiment was 256MB. The
cache performance is assessed from the hardware performance counters.
Fig. 19 shows the miss ratio of different caches as a function of IO size: Instruction
TLB, Data TLB, L1 Data Cache, L1 Instruction Cache, L2 Data Cache and L2 Instruction Cache. Fig. 19(a) shows that the Instruction TLB miss rate is too small (< 1%) to
affect the performance. For larger IO sizes of 16 KB, 128 KB and 512 KB, the Inst TLB
miss rate becomes lower because of fewer instructions per byte of data transferred.
The Data TLB miss rate remains quite high for both SmartCon IO and mainstream
IO, as shown in Fig. 19(b); however, the SmartCon value is lower in all IO sizes. On
the average, Data TLB miss rate decreases by 7% by using SmartCon. The reason
for Data TLB miss rate being much larger than Instruction TLB miss rate is that
IO intensive workloads generate significant data traffic but have a small instruction
footprint. Overall, for 4 KB IO size, SmartCon can reduce the Instruction TLB misses
by 15% and data TLB misses by 16% or more.
Fig. 19(c) and 19(d) show the L1 Instruction and Data Cache miss rates, respectively. We observe that the miss rate differs by a factor of 20 between Instruction and
Data TLB. The miss rate of L1 Data Instruction caches are relatively similar. For 4
KB record size, L1 instruction cache miss rate decreases from 13.2% to 8.1% by using
SmartCon. For 16 KB record size, SmartCon provides better improvement than Mainstream IO. For 128KB and 512KB, the instruction L1 miss rate becomes very small for
essentially the same reasons as given for instruction TLB miss rate. For 4 KB record
size, SmartCon reduces the L1 Data Cache miss rate from 13% to 4.3%. For 16 KB and
128 KB IO size, the improvement provided by SmartCon is significantly smaller.
Because of the large size of L2 cache, the L2 miss rate is only about 1/200th of L1
miss rate. Figs. 19(e) and 19(f) show L2 cache miss rate caused by instruction fetches
and data loads, respectively. Unlike instruction TLB and L1, where the miss rate
decreases with IO size, L2 instruction miss rate generally increases with IO size. This
behavior has to do with effectiveness of L2 caching. A large IO size makes it more
difficult to contain the working set in L2 cache and the miss rate increases. This is
particularly obvious for 512KB IO size since the L2 size is only 4MB. As for the impact
of SmartCon, the L2 instruction miss rate is somewhat higher but the data miss rate
is significantly lower. In particular, SmartCon improves L2 cache miss rate by upto
77%.
7.8. Impact of PAUSE instruction on SmartCon

In this section, we introduce PAUSE instruction [Orenstien and Ronen 2004] and apply
it to SmartCon. The PAUSE instruction gives a hint to physical processor that this loop
is just a spin-wait loop so that the physical processor which provides hyper-threading
can switch to another logical processor in order to increase system throughput. The
benefit of PAUSE instruction with hyper-threading is two-fold: (i) switching other logical
processor and (ii) reducing power consumption by using ”nop”.
We tested the PAUSE enabled SmartCon with Intel X25M by inserting PAUSE instruction on spin-wait loop for checking the IO completion. We ran IOzone with 4KB and
8KB IOsize. Fig. 20 illustrates the time series of CPU utilization under SmartCon
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Fig. 20. With/without PAUSE Instruction on SmartCon

based IO. The white bar and the comb-pattern bar denotes the result without and with
PAUSE instruction, respectively. The CPU utilization and the IO performance of SmartCon with and without PAUSE instructions are similar. With PAUSE instruction, the CPU
utilization varies more widely than without PAUSE instruction.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Recent advancement in storage technologies have produced a new set of storage devices that are orders of magnitude faster than mainstream hard disk. They include the
already mature NAND flash based SSD’s and forthcoming byte-addressable NVRAM’s,
e.g. STT-MRAM and PCRAM. Also, recent advancements in multicore CPUs makes
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CPU cycles generally plentiful. For many workloads, the performance of the storage
subsystem is one of the key factors that governs the overall system performance.
In this work, we argue that context switch based IO subsystem leaves much to be
desired in fully exploiting the state of art storage devices and multicore CPUs. We
propose a new mechanism called SmartCon (Smart Context Switch) that conditions
context switch on the performance characteristics of the IO device, the system load,
and the IO request size.
We prototyped SMARTCON in Linux Operating System (2.6) and performed extensive
experiments to verify the performance benefits under a wide variety of system loads.
SmartCon was tested with three representative storage devices: RAMDISK, high-end
SSD, and low-end SSD. SmartCon yields upto 45% improvement in IO performance
and decreases involuntary context switches by upto 84%. We verify that SmartCon
does not negatively affect the overall system throughput. We also introduce a simple analytic model to project performance advantage of SmartCon for future NVRAM
technologies.
In the future, we plan to address the energy consumption of SmartCon because the
lack of context switch stalls the CPU and an intelligent mechanism to use available
sleep stacks (e.g. C6) becomes essential to reduce energy waste. We will also examine the impact of device cache on SmartCon performance and devise mechanisms to
include it in the decision algorithm, if necessary.
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